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			Hugo Beck

		
		
			
			Complete solutions for horizontal packaging in film and paper

		
		Hugo Beck is a world leading specialist in fully automatic horizontal film packaging machines, flowpack and paper packaging machines and automation solutions covering the range of 3,000 to 18,000 cycle-per-hour.

We provide a complete range of machine solutions for horizontal film packaging, including flowpacks, poly bags and shrink packs as both primary and secondary packaging. Our machines process all types of film, and all independent of the manufacturer. 

Our latest paper packaging solutions underline our commitment to our continued development of innovative machine technology. By working in close co-operation with our customers we develop sustainable packaging solutions in every respect for today’s markets and tomorrow’s.

Hugo Beck's robots and handling systems are a component of various automation solutions. Periphery modules and feeders can be flexibly deployed with all our machines. 

With over 65 years' experience in delivering customised and flexible packaging solutions across many different industries, Hugo Beck is well known for providing the highest quality in packaging appearance, machine availability and efficiency. Many packaging machines from Hugo Beck often accompany our customers throughout their working life. Twenty years is commonplace and even after thirty years many are still in use – all thanks to the quality of Hugo Beck’s machine design and our tailored service and maintenance packages.

Our goal is to always deliver the ideal packaging solution for our customers. How can we package your world?

	



    
        Find Your Packaging Solution


        
            
                You are unsure of the solution you need?

                
            

            
                You know the packaging style you need?

                
            

            
                You know the machine type you need?

                
            

        


        
            
                Select your industry and discover our range of packaging options

                Our innovative packaging technology means that we always have the right answer – whatever the budget and application.
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		Pharmaceutical & Medical Technology

		Hugo Beck provides film packaging machines across the pharmaceutical and medical technology sectors, primarily for hermetically sealed packaging. For many applications, hygienic, 100% airtight packaging is essential in order to meet the strict regulations and specifications imposed, such as those in technical clean rooms.
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		E-Commerce & Logistics

		We develop and produce film and paper packaging machines designed specifically for the requirements of the e-commerce and mail order sectors. Thanks to features such as the integration of labelling and printing units alongside controllers with connections to client-side ERP systems – everything is possible. 

Hugo Beck’s highly flexible packaging machines and automation solutions ensure contract packers and logistics operators are already equipped and ready to meet the needs of tomorrow.
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		Food

		Film packaging machines from Hugo Beck for flowpacks, bags and shrink packs are used to pack many food products efficiently and in a resource-saving way – and all with a perfect appearance. Applications include dairy products, meat and fish goods, ready-made products, tea, frozen items such as pizzas, and a lot more. Fruit and vegetables in cans or in jars as multipack shrink-wrap packaging are also just as much a part of our repertoire as tray packaging for transporting plastic cups or cans.
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		Confectionery

		Hugo Beck’s film packaging machines for flowpacks, bags and shrink packs ensure many confectionery goods can be packed efficiently, with the minimum use of resources, and all with a perfect finish. Examples include praline and chocolate boxes, biscuits, baked goods, chocolate, marzipan figures, and much more besides. Perfect product presentation at the point of sale is our strength.
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		Tissue

		For tissue products Hugo Beck offers a wide range of film packaging solutions for hygienic flowpacks, bags and shrink packs. The flexibility and efficiency of Hugo Beck’s packaging solutions allows manufacturers to produce variable pack sizes, styles and formats, including multiple options for grouping, stacking and handling.
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		Wood & Long Parts

		Hugo Beck provides high-performance, extremely flexible film packaging machines for wood and similar length goods, such as parquet or laminate, mouldings, wood or laminated wood, furniture parts or doors. Our packaging machines are ideal for similar length products, including skis and snowboards, spirit levels, rolled goods, steel pipes, and many more items.
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		Fruit & Vegetables

		Today more than ever, sustainable and resource-saving solutions for packing fresh fruit and vegetables in film have to be tailored to the individual needs of the market. Requirements regarding product protection, shelf-life or hygiene, among other considerations, can vary from country to country. We offer an extensive range of film packaging machines for poly bag and shrink packaging applications, as well as flowpack packaging solutions for a wide variety of fruit and vegetables.
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		Household Goods

		Our film packaging machines enable the widest range of household goods to be packed safely and in a user-friendly format. Items include kitchenware, drinking cups, foodtainers, sanitary equipment, candles or picture frames. The remarkable versatility and flexibility of Hugo Beck’s packaging solutions are suitable for many other household goods. Whether this involves small items or larger bulky objects, we can pack the entire range of goods.
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		Cosmetics & Hygiene

		Perfectly fitted solutions across flowpack, bag and shrink packaging are a must for this sector. Our proven shrink packaging solutions are in great demand worldwide. For example, bodycare products, aerosol cans, detergents, trays and folding boxes containing cosmetic and hygiene products are packed safely and user-friendly in film. Flowpack machines are ideal for cosmetic products where air-tight packaging and stability are important.
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		Beverage & Glass

		With Hugo Beck’s packaging machines, a wide variety of liquid containers such as glass bottles, oil bottles and Tetra Paks can be packed together in stable bundles as secondary packaging ready for quick, easy and secure transportation.
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		Do-It-Yourself Retail

		Hugo Beck’s film packaging machines are designed to deal with the many demands for film packaging across the DIY sector. Whether hard or soft materials, bulky goods or those that are easy to handle, our machines can pack the widest range of products, safely and securely, ensuring the highest quality and ease of use for individual products or bundled goods.
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		Print & Multimedia

		As well as a perfect packaging appearance, the frequently varying individual post-pring processing requirements are a major topic in this sector. Our machine solutions perfectly pack and promote products, while at the same time providing maximum flexibility and efficiency during processing. Sustainability is also key, and our solutions deliver benefits across both film and paper packaging.
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		Electronics

		With film packaging machines from Hugo Beck, electronic goods are securely and safely packed, whether being prepared for point of sale or for transportation. From packing smartphones or other products to give the best quality shrink-wrap finish possible or shipping electronic components that require packing and protection in antistatic film, we have the right solution for each and every situation.

                
	

	
       
	


				
            


            
                
                    
                        Download Brochure "Complete Solutions for Horizontal Packaging"
                    
                

            

            

            
                Still can't see your industry sector?

                Contact us to find out how we can best pack your products.

                
                    Contact Form
                

            

        


        
            
                What should your perfect packaging look like?

                Find out the advantages of our range of pack styles for film and paper packaging.
                
            


            
                Film

                Paper
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		2 sides sewn, top overlap glued

		Various packaging techniques are applied for this paper packaging with two sewn sides and glued top overlap. This type of paper bag is produced with the paper e-com fit.
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		2 sides glued at front & rear, top overlap glued

		This paper packaging, which is produced on the paper X Form Fill and Seal machine, is a high-speed application. A sleeve is formed by folding and gluing the paper at the top. Then the paper sleeve, which already contains the product, is glued at the front and rear sides.
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		Paper-banded, overlap thermo sealed/glued

		This special packaging produces a tight banderole of paper. Either a kraft paper with PE coating or an uncoated paper can be used. Depending on the type of paper, the cross seam is either thermally sealed or glued with hot glue.
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		Flowpack with longitudinal seam above/below

		Flowpacks with the characteristic fin seams appeal thanks to their 100% air-tightness and extraordinary stability which enables a sales-effective product presentation at the point of sale. Our flowpack machines flexibly process both film and paper, which must contain a minimum coating of some type, such as PE or cold glue, in order to be sealed.
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		Flowpack with longitudinal seam above/below

		Flowpacks with the characteristic fin seams appeal thanks to their 100% air-tightness and extraordinary stability which enables a sales-effective product presentation at the point of sale. They are produced on our continuous flowpack machines.
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		Side seal

		Side sealing machines with film waste rewinders pack products with a lateral cut seal. The lateral cut seal guarantees a high-quality packaging without remaining film on the product. Thanks to our patented tight packaging only as much film is used as is truly needed.
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		Bottom cut seal

		This type of packaging uses a cut seal underneath the product. If required, high-quality shrink packaging is also possible. These are particularly suitable for film packaging of round products.
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		Overlap on top

		With this flexible overlap sealing, products can be closed at the top, centre or side. This shrink-wrapping technology is in great demand especially for the packaging of mailing products such as magazines or catalogues.
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		Bottom overlap thermo seal/static seal

		This overlap seal is applied in the middle of the product below. Hugo Beck uses the technology of seal welding or ionisation (with shrinking). This way the overlap can be set centrally or laterally.
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		Sleeve wrapping

		Sleeve wrapping or banding means that products are shrink-wrapped or wrapped in a flat film as individual packages or bundles. Stretch banding without shrinking is also possible.
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		Eurohole hang pack

		Euro hole welding has established itself worldwide as a packaging method for the production of hang packs. With Hugo Beck packaging machines an additional sealing is possible to stabilise the packaging, enabling an optimal presentation of the products.
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		Hang pack with reinforced header

		The Hugo Beck packaging technology "Euro hole with header" is patented. An additional reinforcing film strip is inserted and welded to the packaging film.
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		Reclosable bag

		Reclosable closures can be made with either cold glue or a double-sided adhesive tape. Products with a maximum height up to 25 mm are easily packed in film, ensuring a consumer-friendly finish.

                
	

	
       
	


				            
			


			
                
                    
                        Download Brochure "Complete Solutions for Horizontal Packaging"
                    
                

            

            
            
            
                Still can't see the packaging style you require?

                Simply contact us to find your perfect solution.

                
                    Contact Form
                

            

        


        
            
                Our solutions at a glance

                We develop and produce your tailored packaging solution, including all peripheral devices.

            


            
                Packing in Film/Paper


                Automation


                Labeling systems


                Inserting machines


                Industry 4.0
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		Form Fill and Seal Machines

		Our comprehensive machine portfolio includes fully automatic continuous and intermittent Form Fill and Seal Machines for film and paper packaging, with each machine designed either as a stand-alone system or as a highly automated in-line complete solution. The machines cover a performance range up to 18,000 cycles per hour.
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		Flowpack Machines

		Our fully automatic flowpack machines are suitable either for high-speed applications, airtight film packaging requirements or paper packaging, depending on the version selected. The machines feature rotating or box motion transversal sealing units, with selection of a longitudinal seam either above or below. They can be combined with a wide range of feed systems, such as finger conveyor chains or infeed belts.
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		Sleeve Wrappers

		Sleever wrappers operate with an upper and a lower film and are ideal to quickly provide heavy, large products with safe protective packaging and/or transit packaging.
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		Shrink Tunnels

		Adapted for each packaging system, we supply the appropriate shrink tunnel in all sizes and performance ranges required for the production of high-quality shrink packaging.
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		Robots and Handling Systems

		We offer support with our expertise throughout the entire automation process, from project planning and manufacture right through to integration into complex packaging lines. Both robots and handling systems can be purchased independently of Hugo Beck packaging machines.
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		Feeders

		Total flexibility is key aspect to our feeder systems. As each Hugo Beck feeder is equipped with its own control and own drive unit, it can be operated not only with our machines, but also with third-party devices. The position of each unit is also freely selectable.
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		Suction Belts/Mailtables

		The high-performance, freely positionable mailtables of Hugo Beck are called maillines and usually consist of a feeder and an attached alignment section with an outfeed suction belt. The maillines are primarily processing flyers, which are for example fed in, grooved and afterwards glued and personalised.
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		Inserting Machines

		Hugo Beck provides inserting machines for the collation of magazines and catalogues with inserted and/or applied supplements of various types in the performance range from 8,000 to 15,000 cycles/hour. Selective feeding and labelling are also part of the scope of delivery, as well as the collation of stacks.
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		EN Testmaschine Industry 4.0

		EN lorem ipsum.
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